
 while (foo = getNext(bar)) { 
   �lterThis = false;  
   if (condition1) {  
     doSomething();    
     �lterThis = true  
     if (condition2) {  
       doSomethingElse();  
       �lterThis = glob();   
     }    
   }    
   if (! �lterThis) {  
    process(foo); 
   }    
 }  
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Last year’s Tech Trends report explored nine macro technology 
forces that form the backbone of business innovation and 
transformation. For a decade, we’ve been tracking the 
emergence and eventual ascent of digital experience, analytics, 
cloud, digital reality, cognitive, blockchain, the business of IT, 
risk, and core modernization. This year’s update takes a fresh 
look at enterprise adoption of these macro forces and explores 
how they’re shaping the tech trends we predict will disrupt 
businesses over the next 18 to 24 months. To realize the full 
promise of these forces, organizations are exploring how they 
intersect to create more value as well as new ways to manage 
technology and the technology function. This necessary step 
is becoming increasingly important as businesses prepare to 
tackle emerging forces that appear farther out on the horizon: 
ambient experience, exponential intelligence, and quantum.

Macro technology forces
ERP vendors such as Oracle are continuously incorporating 
macro technology forces into their offerings. This embedded 
innovation provides extraordinary opportunities for 
organizations to evolve their digital capabilities and realize 
gains. Many analysts predict cognitive technologies such 
as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) will 
become mainstream capabilities in ERP systems by 2022, with 
recent wide-scale movement to the cloud being seen as a 
steppingstone for embracing these advancements.  

As organizations progress on their digital journeys, they are 
increasingly deploying solutions that harness the macro 
technology forces, such as those that use robotic process 
automation (RPA) to eliminate manual transaction processing or 
those that use ML and AI to predict outcomes and recommend 
actions much faster and with greater accuracy than humans. 
However, realizing business value from these advancements 
is not guaranteed. To make the most of the macro technology 
forces, companies must keep human connection in sight. This 
means remaining focused on their digital ambitions, while 
removing obstacles to adoption and new ways of working 
through steadfast leadership and strong change management. 



Oracle use case 1: Deloitte DesignSource™ with Cloud ERP
Organizations often struggle with items/parts proliferation and product-data quality and completeness. This can lead to many 
business pain points, such as limited visibility into spend data, ineffective supplier negotiations, sub-par sourcing strategies and 
inability to use enterprise data to make real-time product decisions. In addition, companies often end up inheriting data issues 
from legacy systems after large transformation projects have been completed, which further limits benefits and savings. 

To address these business challenges, Deloitte has developed a turnkey solution that combines automated data enrichment, 
cognitive analytics, configuration bots, and touchless migration to help organizations realize sustained savings and expedite data 
transformation.

With the solution, companies can address complex questions such as:

Empowering the digital journey with Oracle
Deloitte’s approach to modernization enables organizations to enter the Age of With. In this new era, organizations will increasingly use 
cognitive technologies to augment human intelligence, just as machines augmented physical capabilities in the 20th century. To help companies 
harness the macro technology forces in a way that enhances their human workforces, Deloitte offers a rich set of tools that are powered by, or 
compatible with, Oracle ERP Cloud. These tools include digital transformation artifacts, implementation accelerators, pre-configured solutions, 
and Deloitte Ascend™, a proprietary platform that helps companies move beyond cloud deployment to truly realize their digital ambitions.

How do I fund new avenues for 
supply chain transformation? 

How do I avoid replicating 
current data issues and 
associated operational 
inefficiencies during supply 
chain transformation projects?

How can I monitor benefits, 
ensure sustained savings, 
enable on-going parts reuse 
and master governance?

As one of Deloitte’s SupplyPRISM suite of products and solutions, DesignSource harnesses multiple macro technology forces  
to automatically analyze data across traditional functional silos—including engineering, procurement, and finance. This can  
give teams the data-driven insights they need to make a measurable impact on an organization’s cost of goods (COGS) direct-
material spend.

Solution capabilities include:

Data enrichment and advanced classification—Automated tools leverage optical character recognition, natural language 
processing and ML to enrich part-attribute data from engineering drawings, PDF data sheets, and other unstructured 
data sources, and to automate classification using pre-defined libraries (e.g., UNSPSC).

Expedited and self-funded digital transformation—Using predefined classifications and enriched data models, 
automated configuration and migration often accelerates digital transformation and generates direct-material savings, 
which can be used to pay for current or future projects.

Deployable during or after a cloud implementation, DesignSource offers the potential for significant short-term cost reduction and 
long-term efficiency improvements. For instance, search and reuse are often improved through enriched data quality, industry 
standard classifications, and preferred parts/suppliers, which helps buyers make better decisions. 

Using DesignSource, clients have the opportunity to realize cost reductions of between 4 percent and 12 percent from 
consolidation of spend. For instance, a life sciences company identified 5 percent, or $11.2M, in direct-material savings achieved 
through short-term price harmonization, consolidated purchasing and improved design standards.

Cognitive analytics to reduce part complexity and drive savings—Machine learning models use enriched part-attributes 
merged with supplier, price, and volume data to identify opportunities to rationalize parts and suppliers.
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Oracle use case 2: Digital collections
Collection efforts often have inherent inefficiencies since they tend to predict cash inflows based on traditional receivables 
forecasting methods, such as payment terms and days sales outstanding. Currently, key decisions such as working capital 
management and credit profile management are also based on these sub-optimal forecasting methods. Furthermore, collectors 
have to perform several repetitive tasks in the ordinary course of business, including sending dunning letters, following up with 
customers, and entering dispute information. 

The uneven flow of collection processes makes it difficult to identify useful patterns and trends in customer payment behavior.  
Digital collections using machine learning, robotic process automation (RPA), and advanced analytics offer an alternative. 

These macro technology forces can help answer questions such as:

How can we make realistic cash-conversion forecasts?

What do we need to do to ensure collectors’ efforts are focused on key customers and invoices?

Is it possible to track collections metrics in a way that helps us identify process improvement opportunities? 

How can we automate mundane tasks, such as sending dunning letters, updating the notes for each invoice, creating 
promises for respective customer transactions, placing calls to customer contacts, sending text alerts for follow-ups, etc?

Deloitte has developed a digital collections solution that is specifically designed for collections managers and agents who are 
seeking to obtain realistic insights into customer payments. The solution is powered by ML prediction models, RPA, chatbots, 
sophisticated analytics dashboards, and digital assistants that respond to simple voice commands. With these capabilities, 
collections managers can automate many routine activities, track and reward the performance of individual agents, and effectively 
free up cash by improving the collection team’s efficiency. 


